
SELLING & BUYING THROUGH LOCKDOWN

IN THE LOOP
Frequently asked questions 

OVERVIEW:
As a non-essential business, our physical

premises have closed and our team members

are now working from home to look after not

only their current activities but also ensure

that we maintain the highest level of service to

our customers and clients. 

We will remain active and on-call - available by

phone and email. Whilst some patience will be

required by all of us as we adjust to a slightly

new way of working, we will still be able to

work with you on your sale, settlements and

manage purchaser enquiry as it comes in.  We

assure you of our commitment during this

difficult period and we are here and available

for you

Take care of yourselves, and each other.

Mark Prior

Can you receive an appraisal?

Online appraisals can be completed and emailed to

potential sellers. You will note that these virtual

appraisals will clearly state that they were conducted

online and without the ability to physically inspect the

property due to COVID-19 Level restrictions - we will

endeavor to update these after a physical inspection of

the property as soon as the isolation restrictions are

lifted.

Can you list your property now?

We have the technology and support staff in place to be

able to list your property during this Alert Level Period.

All agency agreements, AML and marketing can be

signed digitally and your listing agent can talk you

through the process and advise the best way moving

forward.



With moving house not defined as 'necessary travel' during Stage 4

lockdowns, we suggest deferring settlement dates with your solicitor.

All of our contracts have an existing clause in your contract to

facilitate this.

Moving in to your new home

At this stage there are no buyer

appointments or open homes

but these can commence again

at the lower Alert Levels. We

have great online platforms to

capture the audience while we

have such a strong online

audience.

Marketing your home
for sale

Yes - sale and purchase

agreements will continue to be

available during this time and

your agent will be able to

provide for digital signature in

the event you do not have a

scanner or printer at home. 

 Most of the lawyers are still

available by email for legal

advice.

Can we prepare and
submit offers on
properties?

Vendors and purchasers should

talk to their bank or financial

services provider in the first

instance, most are mobilised

and able to transact business.

Organising Finance?

Anti-Money Laundering

 AML can be completed online

via your salesperson

Anti-Money
Laundering

 We will monitor the Alert Levels

for face-to-face Auctions, but

we have in readiness our online

Auction platform which has

shown great success in our

previous lockdown.

 Practically the Seller,

Auctioneer and Buyers connect

in an online Zoom meeting

where you view the Auctioneer

from the comfort of your living

room. Each buyer is allocated a

salesperson to communicate

through by phone. The

salesperson takes the bids from

the buyers over the phone and

communicates the bid to the

Auctioneer.  

 It is like we are all sitting in the

front row watching the

Auctioneer!  

 Our auctioneer  has conducted

dozens of online auctions and

is very experienced and skilled

with the format.

Upcoming Auctions

Your best point of contact will remain your listing agent. We'll continue to  

communicate directly to you on any updates specific to your current

situation and by your desired communication preferences so please

reach out to them if you have any queries or concerns - however small

you feel they may be.

Your best point of contact 


